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3D PRODUCTION
ACTION EVENTS
CINEMA TECHNOLOGY
EVENT MODULE
ENTERTAINMENT
EYE-CATCHER
FORMULA 1
INFLATABLES
LASER SHOWS
SHOW TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATORS
SPECIAL EFFECTS
EVENT SERVICE
VIRTUAL REALITY
PROMOTION
SELLING & LEASING
AFTER SALES SERVICE
DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION
CROSS MEDIA PROGRAMMING
(Events - Presentation - Production - Leasing & Sales)

WORLD`s FIRST - FULL MOTION

MOTOR BIKE SIMULATOR - GT PERFORMANCE SERIES

GT PERFORMANCE 3

(Version 2015)

MOTOR BIKE SIMULATOR „New Generation“
An absolute must for every biker!
“The world best motor bike simulator”
“for trade fairs, events, shows and training”
“just for fun” or as a
training bike for racing teams
“to open the throttle, to do a wheelie”
“real motorbike feeling”
“footrest & driver active”
“any sloping position”

GT PERFORMANCE 5

(Version 2015)

MOTOR BIKE SIMULATOR „for Racing Teams“

buildup example with the Motorbike Simulator
(old Version 2013) for race simulation

Different versions
full motion motor bike simulator;
various degrees of freedom;
realistic motor bike feeling;
suspension settles into forks when braking;
foot pedals and handlebars are operable;
handlebar moves, left + right;
open the throttle, accelerate;
can go forwards or backwards;
banks into curves;

Basic Info
Dimensions/structure: (LxWxH) approx. 340×150×200cm
Truss stand (for back branding): (WxH) 140×195cm
Plinth (for branding): (LxWxH) approx. 225×105×30cm
Exhibition stand space: 4×3 meters
Power: 230V (110V) / 16A / 2 kW; Weight: approx. 300 kg
Check out our Website: www.motorbike-simulator.com
Through continuous innovation and the innovation of our modules, we reserve the possible variations in
color and design, before. Reproduction or copying (even partially and electronic media) without the
express permission.
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GT Performance 3
Special full-motion motor bike simulator, here is latest and unique technology used;
maintenance-friendly system for operation on events, exhibitions, training, education,
motion sequences are shown in simulation mode with at least 3-axis, the movements
performed with steering to the left and right, up / down, wheelie (front wheel goes up),
optional rear wheel is also high, bowing to the front during braking and runs accordingly
high (realistic expiration) machine moves in the acceleration phase at the end of curve
of the inclined position back into a horizontal position;
Software: operating system in English
Operating System & Games: PlayStation 3
Motorcycle & Cover: for example Kawasaki 1200 & VR style (color: blue)
Features: Monitor mounted on the truss system, PlayStation 3 with race game
New: sideward movement simple handling
Delivery time after order situation about 5 months
Optional: Simulation software with network function on demand and their own routes
Optional: Coin box or card reader system (SPS based system) on request
Optional: Network Racing possible up/to 2 Simulators
Optional: wheels turning

GT Performance 5
Special full-motion motor bike simulator, here is latest and unique technology used;
maintenance-friendly system for operation on events, exhibitions, training, education,
motion sequences are shown in simulation mode with at least 5-axis (hydraulic system
& electromotive force), the movements performed with steering to the left, ride,
up/down, wheelie (forward & optional: backward), slide (laterally, posterolateral) & drift,
rear wheel is also high, bowing to the front during braking and runs accordingly high
(realistic expiration) machine moves in the acceleration phase at the end of curve of
the inclined position back into a horizontal position;
Software: operating system in English
Operating System & Games: PlayStation 3
Motorcycle & Cover: for example Kawasaki 1200 & VR style (color: blue)
Features: Monitor mounted on the truss system, PlayStation 3, PC, race game
New: sideward movement simple handling
Delivery time after order situation about 6 months
Optional: Simulation software with network function on demand and their own routes
Optional: Coin box or card reader system (SPS based system) on request
Optional: Network Racing possible up/to 2 Simulators
Optional: wheels turning
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